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Master Yeshua 

This month I would speak of the way society enforces rules that have 
become so ingrained they are not even recognized as rules. This is what I 

would speak of and how this enforcement must change and what it is that 
each of the readers can do to hasten the change as we transition to the new 

civilization, for we are in the midst of the early stages. There is no turning 
back. And in that way we are in the midst – all of us together – and yet it is 

the early stages of the transition.  

 
The new civilization will not settle in for a while, not in this generation nor in 

the one that follows. But the way forward is being set in this generation, the 
way is being laid down and determined now. That is why it is so important 

that relationships be addressed and that people understand what it is they 
are doing and how in their everyday lives, how in their relationships, they 

can forge the foundation for this new civilization. 
 

Beyond that, it is the group work, the group work that must be done as a 
foundation for the group work in the new civilization. 

 
Now how does society enforce that which they believe must be done? And 

how will this enforcement transition as the foundation for the new civilization 
is laid? 

 

                                    
1 Sho is one of our Pleiadian Off-Earth Allies. His bio can be found on the biography page of 

WeSeekToServe.com.  

http://weseektoserve.com/index.php?page=off-earth-allies
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Well, society has many ways of enforcing. One of those ways is simply 

hiding and not discussing – silence – not discussing anything. This is a way 
of enforcement. So we have Off-Earth Allies visiting this planet, but this is 

not spoken of. This is not something that will be on the news, this is 
something that is not told to the public. The role our Off-Earth Allies have 

played in human history is not to be found in any educational textbook. This 
is the silence.  

 
And combined with that silence, we then have those who might speak out 

and those who know the truth. What happens to them? They are sidelined. If 
what is being reported does not align, then those doing the reporting are 

ostracized. Those doing the reporting are called names, those doing the 
reporting are shunned. So there is silence and there is shunning and these 

together create quite an enforcement.  

 
Add to this those who offer alternative truths and cite authorities – holy 

books, tradition – and, they will say, common sense as well. And they bend 
common sense to match what the holy books say and what tradition 

presents. All of these are ways that I am certain you will all recognize as 
ways that society enforces what it wishes to have as the norm, what it 

wishes to have as truth. 
 

Now some of these tactics are used because those in power do not trust – 
trust is a huge issue. They do not trust those of “lesser intelligence” or lesser 

information and they do not want panic. So rather than educating the 
populace they will be silent. They will create truths that sidestep what is, in 

reality, what happened and is, in reality, the truth. So they create alternate 
truths that are much more pleasant to live with from their perspective. This 

is another way that society enforces norms and truths and calls them 

common-sense norms and calls them truths. 
 

These truths and norms are carried on from generation to generation until 
what really happened is lost and only a very, very few maintain even the 

remotest memory and link to what actually happened. And they are then 
called myth-sayers. 

 
So where are we as we transition to the new civilization? We are at a point 

where information and education and evidence – evidence based on the 
scientific truths of the time – must, and will emerge in unity. It is only when 

this evidence combines with information and education that there begins to 
form a sufficient mass that what is fact, and has been fact for thousands of 

years, will be admitted as fact.  
 

How is societal enforcement changing? That change, a significant part of that 

change, begins when the leaders and those who have been and are 
respected leaders, be they religious, political, economic or other leaders, 
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speak up and tell the public what they know. This is what I would have you 

be watching for, because this is where the societal enforcement must 
change, so that those who are speaking up will be listened to and given 

credence. And those who are, and have been sidelined because they have 
“no proof” will be granted a fresh look.  

 
It is then that societal enforcement, in this period of transition, will begin to 

enforce an open ear and will begin to enforce the cry, the demand for a fair 
hearing. Societal enforcement will begin to dig into the history, the 

thousands of years of history of the holy texts, and this digging will bring 
forth information that will be uncomfortable to many and rejected by many. 

 
But the enforcement will change. This will be aided by the fact that evidence 

will begin to accumulate, and evidence that has been hidden will be brought 

forward. I have been speaking, as many of you I am certain understand, of 
the role that off-Earth beings have played in the evolution of humanity on 

Earth. I am speaking of the continuity of the soul, reincarnation – 
incarnation after incarnation on the journey of return to the Source. 

 
One very important way that societal enforcement will change has to do with 

organizations. There exist organizations which can provide illuminating 
information about our Off-Earth Allies and there are organizations that can 

provide illuminating information about the continuity of the soul. Yet even 
within their own area of investigation, these organizations are not working 

together.  
 

Societal enforcement in the transition to the new civilization will bend toward 
those organizations that collaborate and bend away from those organizations 

that have a similar message but refuse to speak with one another. Societal 

enforcement will break down the walls, will break down the walls built by 
each of these organizations explaining the continuity of the soul and the 

truth of incarnation after incarnation or the truth of reincarnation, break 
down the walls so that these organizations will begin to speak to one 

another and respect one another and compare notes and work together 
rather than, as has happened within every major religious tradition, splinter 

apart.  
 

Within every major religious tradition, there is a history of splintering over 
minor details, over details that are truly minor compared with the broad 

umbrella of truth. It is so very easy to inherit a set of rules, follow that set of 
rules and expect the reward. And those who follow the rules are loyal, well-

meaning individuals. Societal enforcement now keeps walls around the 
truths that one organization issues to its membership – and those self-

serving walls will crumble.  
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Now I am not denying that there is great trauma in discovering that what 

has been taught since childhood, what has been practiced in the deepest of 
faith in the Divine or the deepest of faith in science or the deepest faith in 

humanity itself aside from science or religion/spirituality, trauma in realizing 
that these deeply held faiths are coming into question. There is harsh 

trauma in this. And as societal reinforcement transitions to the new 
civilization, it is important that those who are traumatized by these new 

realities have alternatives and a way to survive, a way to process these 
stark revisions to “well-established truths.”  

 
This is my perspective on societal enforcement and transition, that there is 

on the horizon a growing alternative and that these alternatives are 
presenting themselves in every area of human life. I would ask you to be 

alert and aware of the traditional societal enforcement and the growing 

transitional societal enforcement and remember always light and love. That 
which has been traditional is not to be maligned. Move away, move to the 

new, let the healing happen and let the traditional dissipate from lack of 
attention. Let there be no violence. Let there simply be more light and more 

love.  
 

One of the major issues that is coming to light is the fact that the humanity 
of Earth has, and has had for eons, bonds with off-Earth civilizations. The 

humanity of Earth has brothers and sisters flung throughout the galaxy. This 
will be coming forward and the day will soon come, as the societal 

enforcement regarding off-Earth beings evolves, when the history of 
humanity on Earth – the full history of humanity on Earth – will begin to 

unfold. It will be, I fear, quite a bit longer before the full history of humanity 
on Earth becomes part of traditional education, but that will happen.  

 

Now, I would like to introduce to you one speaker who comes from off Earth, 
who is one of our dearest friends and companions and allies. This is Sho. 

You have read his comments on WeSeekToServe.com and he is joining me 
today to speak of societal enforcement. 

 
I introduce Sho.  

Sho 

Thank you, Master Yeshua. 
 

I have very little that I can add to the portrait that Master Yeshua has given 
you of the societal enforcement here on Earth and the transition that is 

taking place. Those who are alert to the fact that there is a transition in what 
is being enforced as the truth and the norm, those of you who are alert will 

begin to notice the change first. And I would say take faith in that change, 
have faith in those who also see that change and speak of it with one 
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another. But speak not with harsh and ugly words for what was, rather 

speak with words of love and hope for what is evolving and emerging.  
 

This is more important than you could possibly know, for when you speak of 
love and light and hope for what is emerging you are shining a light on the 

way forward and making it easier for more societal enforcement to transition 
to new truths. Or I should say transition to truths that have been hidden for 

thousands of years. They are new to the currently incarnating human 
population, but they are not new truths. 

 
So in this period of societal transition, it is extremely important to keep in 

mind the power of light, the power of love, the power of softly spoken 
truths. And it is extremely important to keep in mind the effects of harsh 

words, the effect of criticism pointed at those institutions and organizations 

and individuals who have sustained less than accurate information as the full 
and total truth. 

 
I suspect that those of you reading this understand what I am saying 

completely. I would ask you to understand and remember and be able to 
face and accept what has been given to humanity as the norm, as truths, to 

accept the distribution of this less than complete information as simply a 
fact, as a stage in humanity’s spiritual journey as a result of choices made 

by humanity in the past. And remember that you were part of that humanity 
who made those choices in the past, so it is very unwise to be casting a 

great deal of anger backwards. It is much more beneficial, much more 
beneficial to be casting a bright light forward, to show the path that needs to 

be walked and to offer alternatives to humanity for enforcement. That is 
such a harsh term, but it is what happens. Offer alternatives, gently, 

persistently, with calm understanding of those who are not yet ready to 

accept, and be ever alert for those who are ready. 
 

I spoke last month on WeSeekToSserve about the dark energies that 
envelop the Earth and weigh heavily on those areas where there is violence 

and I don't mean only physical violence, I mean the violence of anger, the 
violence of criticism, the violence of self-abnegation nurtured in hatred. 

 
All of these are a way of societal enforcement. I think it is perfectly clear to 

a great many that fear and violence and anger are very powerful tools to 
lure people into the belief that their way is the only way. This must change. 

The light of shared information, the light of varying perspectives, this is the 
enforcement that is coming. Those who would say, “My way is the only way. 

My source of information is the only valid source of information,” those who 
make claims of that nature will slowly and surely be brought to open their 

minds and open their hearts.  
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They will open their minds and open their hearts and in that way society 

changes because now, as you transition to a new civilization, what is 
enforced is the light of possibility, the light of change, the light of citizenship 

in the cosmos, the light of brothers and sisters like myself who have traveled 
further down the road of return to Source and with, I would say, great love 

and hope have come to Earth that we may share what we have learned with 
you, and that we may assist in this transition that is upon you. 

 
I am very grateful that I have an opportunity to work not only with the 

Community of Spiritual Masters, but with certain groups within humanity as 
well. This is a deep privilege. Be alert. Be a means of changing the way 

enforcement is used as a tool until “enforcement” as a term becomes simply 
a guide, a light shining upon the possible paths that each may take forward, 

and shines a light in the dark areas of humanity's history that have been lost 

in time.  
 

I think you.  
 

Sho 

Yeshua 

Thank you, Sho.  

 
I don't think I have anything I would add to this statement. The way forward 

is indeed shining the light in the darkened areas of humanity's history, the 
shadowed areas that have been lost in time – sometimes accidentally, 

sometimes deliberately, sometimes out of fear, sometimes out of lust for 
power. In any case, these areas, these facts of humanity's history on this 

planet have been lost to the general public and it is time that they be 
returned. This will happen.  

 
My blessings upon you all.  

 
Thank you. 

 
Master Yeshua  

 

July, 2013 * 
 

 
 

                                    
* Master Yeshua is a member of the Community of Spiritual Masters. He offers essays for 

spiritual growth and commentaries as a service to those whose personal path leads them to 

these words. For more information visit ThoughtsFromAMaster.com. 
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